The 2017 IABS Doctoral Writing Camp and Consortium
June 26-28, 2017
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
IABS’ distinguishing feature is that we aim at bringing emerging scholars and
established thought leaders in the field together. Following this spirit, we offer a unique
doctoral consortium which combines an intensive writing camp, mentorship, and
networking.
During the three day Writing Camp doctoral students will have time focus on their
research and write while meeting their mentor in the morning and evening to discuss
their goals and open questions. During the Doctoral Consortium mid-day plenary
sessions we’ll invite thought leaders and top scholars in the field to share their
experiences regarding networking, publishing, the job market and developing an
academic career.
The 2017 Doctoral Consortium will be held just prior to the start of the IABS Conference
in Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
The Doctoral Consortium is intended for research students who are in the middle of
their PHD program and work on theses in the broad area of Business and Society. The
purpose of the consortium is to (1) offer students a unique setting to focus and receive
feedback on their writing (2) provide insights into the processes of conducting research
and writing, (3) answer questions about academic careers, and (4) connect them with
top scholars in the field. The consortium gives doctoral students the opportunity to
discuss their research, learn about business and society research more broadly and get
insights on how to develop a successful academic career.
For the 2017 Doctoral Consortium, we have a distinguished group of business and
society scholars lined up to share their experiences and insights. Participation in the
Doctoral Consortium is limited; interested students should apply by submitting the
following:
A statement of interest (1 page)
A research proposal or work-in-progress statement of no more than 2 pages (doublespaced, A4 paper), including title, background, research question and proposed
methodology
· A current curriculum vitae (2 pages maximum)
·
·

Submission deadline
The submission deadline for the 2017 IABS Doctoral Consortium is Monday January 16,
2017. Earlier submissions will be appreciated, and acceptance made on a rolling
basis. Please send submissions to Michelle and Judith, at iabs2017dc@gmail.com.
Please include <2017 IABS DC> and <your name> in the subject line.

